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ABSTRACT 

v> The paper reports on an attempt to apply Meurer»s film 
vaporization combustion method (M-method), originally developed for 
diesel motors, to the combustion chambers of gas turbines, (in the M- 
metaod, instead of distributing the fuel in the air, it is laid on the 
wall of the combustion chamber and evaporated, mixed, and fired by 
means of the appropriate movement of air — the evaporation rate, as a 
function of the air velocity, and gas and flame temperature, providing 
an additional control element for the combustion process.}. The 
three points primarily considered in this report are: 1) The formation 
of a fuel film of sufficient surface extent on the wall.  2) The 
evaporation of the fuel from this wall and its molecular mixing with the 
combustion air at sufficiently low temperatures and delay times to 
minimize cracking.  3) The injection of the fuel-air mixture into a 
combustion /.one in which oxidation reactions may first take place. ; 

The characteristics of the M-system are realized in a stationary    f 

evaporation tube having a connected reaction chamber:  filming of the 
fuel, air eddy, and combustion in a powerful eddy field.  Evaporation 
heat is derived through recirculate Ion of combustion products from the 
reaction chamber into the evaporation /.one;  the intensity of this 
recirculation was measured by plotting the velocity profile on a series 
of configurations. Tests with several combustion chamber mockups 
(corresponding in size to an engine with a shaft power of 40 h.p ) 
indicated that operation with blue, smokeless, low-radiation flame is 
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possible over a wide range of air conditions, combustion chamber 
pressures, and fu3l types. Orig. art. has: 11 figures. 



GAn TURBINE COMBUSTION CIIAMBKKH WITH KILN KVAPOKATJON 

A. W. Hussmann 

Abstract 

Observations that were made in recent years on the combustion 

in diese] engines underwent a basic change in the wall 

application of fuel as introduced by Meurer (M-method of M.A.N.), 

Instead of the fuel being distributed in the air it is at 

first applied to the wall and then vaporized by a suitable ajr 

movement, mixed and then fired.  The vaporization speed which is 

again a function of the air velocity and gas and flame 

temperature, represents an additional control possibility in the 

combustion process. 

The investigations that are to be reported in this article, 

represent an attempt to apply the M-method in diese I engines 

to gas turbine combustion chambers.  The characteristics of the 

M-method are realized in a stationary vaporization tube equipped 

with a connecting reaction chamber:  film-application of the 

fuel, air vortex, combustion process in a strong vortex field. 

The heat vaporization is obtained by means of recirculation 

of the combustion products from the reaction chamber in the 

vaporization zone.  The intensity of this roelrcu latl on war, 

measured by measuring the velocity profile lu ;\  scries of 

conflguratI ens. 

FTD-HT-23-87;v68 
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Tests with several model combustion chambers (the size of 

which correspond to an engine with a crankshaft performance 

of about 40 hp) show that operation with a blue, smoke-free and 

radiation poor flame is possible ever a wide range of air 

ratios, combustion chamber pressures and fuels. 

The opinion regarding the nature and the significance of the 

mixture formation processes for combustion in fast running diesel 

engines have changed basically in recent years.  Meurer was 

responsible for this by discovering and developing the MAN-M-method. 

Meurer was correct when he spoke of an initial period in the 

introduction of the mixture formation in which the fuel is 

"introduced to the air" by vaporization and distributing it as 

homogeneously as possible and a second period in which the "air is 

brought to the fuel" [1].  The same holds true for the most part also 

in gas turbine combustion Inasmuch as the "fuel is brought to the 

air" by means of vaporization and distribution accompanied by the 

same undesirable results on the velocity of a combustion and the 

soot formation. 

The results that were obtained with the M-method at the 

Pennsylvania State University in the USA gave us the impetus to 

apply the M-method to gas turbine combustion chambers.  Dr. Günter 

Maybach, the son of Karl Maybach, who unfortunately passed away so 

soon, worked on the first phase of the project as a doctoral 

thesis.  His work was published as a doctoral thesis [?] and as a 

brief 3AE-report [3]. 

Within the framework of this brief report the mixture formation 

and reaction kinetic performance will not ho given In detail. 

Detailed reports by Meurer \ J\ ]  ;\ru\  others nre available Including 

a doctoral thesis by '/Immer [V] at the Tust l tute of Professor Taato at 

the PoJytechnlcal Institute4 Dresden.  I would like to don I hero In 

the consequences which we obtain from those presentation:? which, 

at that time, had not as yet been worked out as clearly.  This 

includes the following points that are primarily considered in this 

report: 

FTD-HT-23-87t)-0H 
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1. The formation of a fuel film of sufficient* surface on a 

wall. 

2. The evaporation of the fuel from this wall and its 

molecular mixing with the combustion air under sufficiently low 

temperatures and delay times in order to minimize cracking reactions 

as much as possible. 

3. Supplying the fuel-air-mixture in a combustion zone in which 

the oxidation reaction then takes place. 

The prevention of the fuel decomposition prior to oxidation 

which was mentioned in number 2 above is very important in order to 

prevent the formation of soot and for slow combustion, that is, the 

appearance of yellow flames.  T shall omit the study on the type of 

fuel supply and the film propogation on which Maybach [6] has already 

reported.  After several preliminary tests we came to the solution 

that vaporization takes place the best in a tube through which very 

rough air flows.  In SD doing, we have already taken the wall 

application and the air turbulence from the M-method.  Of course, 

the turbulent air provides another function to the M-engine in which 

the air speed as required for vaporization and the thermal mixing 

effect is attained for combustion in the centrifugal field by means 

of the turbulence.  The turbulent field also satisfies the additional 

function by means of recirculatlon in the vortex core.  The heat that 

is necessary for evaporation is obtained from the combustion zone in 

the vaporization zone. 

This is made clearer In the schematic drawing shown in H'ig. 1. of 

the first combustion chamber test stand.  This test stand corresponds 

to the conventional design in which the air flow Is divided into n 

primary portion which is used primarily Cor turbulence, mixing, and 

combusting the fuel-air mixture; into a secondary portion which 

;. gain unites with the main portion in the flame tube and is used 

primarily to keep the exhaust gas temperature oV  the turbine within 

tolerable limits. 

KTD-UT-2j-8y;>-(,M 
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Pig. 1.  Schematic drawing of the first combustion chamber 

test stand. 

From the schematic drawing in Pig. 1, we can see that the 

primary portion flows through a nozzle ring which produces the 

turbulence and then into the vaporization tube.  The fuel is 

introduced into the vaporization tube under slight overpressure behind 

the nozzle ring through radial holes.  The incoming velocity of the 

fuel Is kept so low, so that vaporization does not take place but 

rather that the fuel is spread by the air in spiral path» on the wall 

of the tube in the form of film strips.  In order to join the 

individual strips in an unbroken film, a minimum number of openings 

are necessary which, in our case, amounted to about 8.  In most 

tests, 24 to 32 openings were used. 

In order to prevent the fuel from cracking, as was already 

mentioned above, the vaporization zone was separated from the 

combustion zone as suggested by Doctor Maybach.  In Pig. 1, therefore, 

the vaporization tube follows the "reaction chamber" in which the 

main portion of the combustion takes place and in the latter there 

is a sudden expansion and then a renewed constriction of the flow 

cross section.  The reaction chamber opens up into a flarne tube in 

which the secondary air flows through holen where it mixes with 

the combustion ga'je3.  We only found out later that this flame tube 

is superfluous and that the mixture of both air currents can take 

place in the space that is formed by the tube shaped observation 

window.  The omission of the iMame tube has an additional advantage 

in that the flame can be observed through the window without 

hlnderance.  The mixing tube is followed by a cooling zone, which 

is not shown in the figure above, which can be regulated by means 

of water injection and by a butterfly valve through which the pressure 
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level can be controlled In the combustion chamber.  Nevertheless, 

there was a variable restriction in the secondary flow by means of 

which the ratio of the primary to the secondary air could be 

changed. 

The reaction chamber is connected to the vaporization tube. 

It was found, however, that it was necessary to isolate the reaction 

chamber from the vaporization tube in order to prevent heat being 

conducted to the vaporization tube. When the vaporization tube 

became too hot cracking of the fuel took place which was connected 

with yellow flames, soot and deposits in the vaporization tube. 

This first test stand Ltlll corresponded to the presentations 

of a conventional combustion chamber in the primary and secondary 

flow each of which flow parallel through the throttle point which is 

formed by a light sheet metal which causes the turbulence in the 

primary portion and the inlet opening in the flame tube in order to 

mix the secondary portion with the combustion gases.  By means of 

the mutual separation of this throttle section, the ratio of both 

of the partial flows is regulated. 

Rtqtnemtor 
/Confauition chant»r 

D 
Comprtotor \ TurbliM t 

d fl-' 
iMrbli» II 

Fig. 2.  Schematic drawing of a conventional gas turbine 

engine and heat recovery. 

A schematic of a conventional gas turbine engine is shown in 

Klg« ?  which will correspond to the combustion chamber test stand 

shown in Kir.- '•  As will bo shown .ater, It can bo seen that 1n the 

Pi I in vapor*] /.at Ion combustion chamber only a little» more than a 

nto1 ('hi ometrl ■• .*» 1 r mixture (A - I to I.'») lined:; I.«« flow thrmi^h the 

vapor* 1 /.atIon tube.  In nii^lm*:* with 11«-:11. menvery w«* must, however, 

V 
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work with quite a high total ratio of A in order to keep the turbine 

inlet temperature within tolerable limits. Even in the case of Pull 

load and acceleration, the air ratio rcust not be less than about from 

5 to 6, whereas in the partial throttle areas it can drop u> about. 

15. By means of the vaporization tube with its pressure loss that. is 

necessary in order to produce the turbulence only a small portion of 

the total air need only flow through it. 

It is obvious, as is shown in Fig. 3> only to allow the secondary 

portion to flow through the regenerator.  Tn so dolriR, the throttle 

Josses in the turbulent producer and the pressure losses which arc 

necessary for the heat exchanger, must be connected parallel and the 

entire pressure loss is reduced considerabjy. 

Htg«n«r&tQi» 

- —jjwvvj-   — - 
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... rtr* ir 

0 
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thpotU« 

Compressor 

1 

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of a gas turbine engine with film 

vaporization combustion chamber and heat recovery only in the 

secondary air flow. 

Naturally, we could also basically imagine a circuit mich as 

this for conventional combustion chambers.  This is not possible from 

a practical point of view because in a conventional flame tube 

combustion and mlxlnr. Is connected with secondary nli*.  In the 

proposed film ovaporat 1 on with the siibseijueHt reactor chamber the 

combustion Is essentially limited 1,0 tin* reactor chamber and the 

mixing can take place with secondary air without essential loss In 

pressure and independently of the combustion. 

The second combustion chamber test stand which corresponded to 

an arrangement of this type, Is shown schematically In Kip;. }\.     The 

\ 
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primary and secondary air flow can be regulated and measured 

separately in this installation. The heat exchanger and the 

regulator valve make it possible to monitor the temperature increase 

and t.hi? prt*;*.r.ijrt* lo:::; In the regi'rierator.  In contrast to the first 

I.i«al. i;t;niij in which .1 ini'/./.|c ring I:; used a;; a turbu lenee ften'-rator, 

the primary air flows through a controllable tangentiaJ In Jot slot 

in the vaporization tube.  In Fig. ^ it is also shown that the 

vaporization tube is not cylindrical along its entire length but 

rather a portion of it is conical in order to increase the recircula- 

tion from the reactor chamber as will be discussed. 

Stoondary air 

&—oO -**» 1 Observation window 
/ 

Tmngontlal 
ragulatabl« L ^fi~\ 

-<XHHI-Spark pi *g   yjj^z^ 
Ignition »iraa» 

I       PVMI supply 

•X— 
Primary air 

Fig. «4.  Schematic drawing of the second combustion chamber 

test stand. 

The separation of vaporization, mixing, and combustion is 

possible only when the heat that is required for vaporization is 

returned by reclrcuiatlon Prom the combustion zone.  This war, mad«? 

possible by utilizing the negative pressure that Is generated In the 

vortex core In comparison to the promsu.ro on the output- of* the 

reaction chamber* by mentis of which the? seeondaTW flow allows 'i strong 

reclrcuiatlon flow from tin» reaction chamber to he attained In the 

vaporization tube.  In Fig. lj  we see schematically the flow components 

in a plane through the tube axis.  The size of this reclrcuiatlon flow 

can obviously he influenced by the layout of the in Jet silt, the 

length and conicity of the vaporization tube ark. the geometry of the 

reaction chamber.  As was Indicated, a real flux of secondary air in 

the reaction chamber as well as air and combustion gases from the 

reaction chamber take place in the vaporization tube.  In order to 

conceive the magnitude of the reclrcuiatlon three measuring planes 

A, B and C in connection with a specific configuration are given of 
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the throughput rate that was measured in a flow model.  These values 

hold true without combustion.  Accordingly, in connection with a 

100% total throughput the reflux in the reaction chamber is 120%, 

in the vaporization tube (B) it is 70% and even at the beginning of 

the vaporization tube (C) in the vicinity of the fuel supply it is 

still 9%.  After combustion takes place these values are, naturally, 

reduced.  This strong negative flow of mass which again reverses and 

must flow in a positive direction not only has the effect of the 

secondary air to take part in the combustion and to bring heat into 

the vaporization tube, but it also has the desired effect of producing 

a radial exchange component and increases the turbulence.  Also the 

still unclear relationship between the velocity profiles, turbulence 

and vaporization in a crooked flow cannot be dolt with In detail hero. 

¥m\ supply ring 
ftuvpntlal air tni.t 

Pig. 5.  Schematic drawing of the velocity components in an 

axial plane. 

The tangential components of the velocity that were measured with 

a hot wire are shown in Fig. 6.  These measurements were made on a 

model of a somewhat larger diameter than the combustion chamber shown 

in Kig. 1.  The counter pressure war. atmospheric arid the difference 

pressure, I.e., I.he velocity, was suitably selected Vi>\'  the tesl 

entitll t lolis.  II war. tnlerahle as war. proven hy cemparnl tve I nvest 1|«;a- 

tlons over a wide velocity rnuK',i that the velocity profile and 

consequently the roulreulatIon assistance were Independent ol" the 

absolute velocity as was expected. 
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Fig. 6  Tangential velocity measuring plane 25 mm in front of 

the reaction chamber 2.5"0X8" length; 6"-5° cone, 5"0 reaction the reac 

chamber, 3"0 outlet. 

*ai 

u 
^0 10 0 10      m/s 

T«st dntA Rt  In VIK. 6 

Kir.. 7.  Axial velocity. 

The vt*lc»t? 1 l.y prol'l h« ;Uiow;i :i form which |:s a r.olld i>,uiy 

lurbuloiic!!' oxeept In the out».*!* •/.one  Thhs form ean, rialera I l.y , ho 

manipulated uomewhat by l-lit? form and the ill root lot! of t.ho In lot «lot. 

in this way it iu poaulble, |\»r example, to move the velocity maximum 

more toward the axln.  In no iloJni*., the reclrculatlon assistance 

becomes smaller but Interestingly the penetration depth In the 

vaporization is greater. 
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The accompanying axial components of the velocity are shown in 

Pig. 7. We can see that the reflux in a tube core of about 60% 

of the radius with about the same velocity as the outwardly directed 

flow results.  In order to make a comparison of the mass flow ratio 

possible the same axial velocities are presented in Pig. 8 over the 

square of the radius in connection with which the surfaces under the 

curve are then to be considered as the mass flow.  The recirculation 

from the reactor chamber in the vaporisation chamber, thus, amounts 

to 71%  here. 

.at ion 

/h* rooii*uUtiM7 

-20   -*5   -»    -5 

Pig. 8.  Axial velocity (mass flow) (25 mm in front of the 

reaction chamber) 2.5"0x8" length; 6tf-5° cone, 5"0 reaction 

chamber, 3"0 outlet. 

The extent to which the roeireulation Is influenced by the 

conicity and by the size of the Inlet a lot In shown in Kip,. ().  In 

this case, Vor  example, the reel reu In t Ion In a ronlral lube decreased 

from 76% to ?(>%  by Increasing tin- tnnreutlnl 1 r 11 < t slot h.v four thin»:; 

In the cylindrical tub«* the cnn'ospcindlntf values mily amount «*il in 

29 and 19%.     All of* these flow tests wen« umiducLod hi a model with 

air at room temperature and atmospheric counter» pressure.  The 

velocity profile and recirculatlon ratios will certainly change in 

the combustion operation quantitatively; however, there is a 

tendency to remain equal. 

ID 
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Fig. 9.  Recireulatlon from tho reaction chamber. 

The combustion chamber tests were at Pirat conducted with the 

combustion chamber shown in Fig. 1 in which, unfortunately, only the 

total throughput could be measured and by throttling th.s secondary 

air the ratio of the primary to the secondary air could be changed. 

Basically it was shown even in the first tests that it was possible 

to operate with a blue flame over a satisfactorily wide range of air 

ratios.  In Fig. 10 pressure losses and efficiencies for two throttling 

positions in the secondary <\ir flow are shown with a pressure in a 

combustion chamber of 2  ata.  The efflcli ncy was attained by means of 

very careful temperature measurements and with the use of 

straightening blades and estimating the heat losses.  The efficiency 

Is satisfactory and It is noteworthy that they remain equally hlr.h 

ove~ all air ratios.  It was, therefore, riot, shown how an optimum 

and a corresponding decrease In the efficiency Vor   Lui*i*r and small 

air ratios is obtained in combustion chambers with fuel vaporization. 
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On the second test stand the primary and secondary air could 

be measured separately and the amount of the primary air could be 

changed by means of a variable tangential opening with constant 

throttle in the secondary flow (regenerator).  It was, thus, shown 

that for the operating limits of the combustion chamber the primary 

air ratio only is of importance and that, thus, there is no "poor" 

boundary to define as the primary air:fuel ratio in connection with 

the "blow-out" inlet, 

The boundaries of the blue flame in the second test stand with 

variable, tangential air inlet and cylindrical vaporization tube 

are shown in Pig. 11.  Unfortunately, pressures and inlet 

temperatures are comparatively low which was due to test stand 

conditions.  Higher inlet temperatures expand the range of the blue 

flame; higher pressures, on the other hand, reduce it as is 

understandable.  By means of tests within the framework of the possible 

changes this tendency was established. 

kgh 

0,06 

Inl«t Ml" * 

5       tO 20 X 
Satto of prlaary atr to fu«l -»■ 

Kig.   11.     IMame   limit;',   tn  the  itomtumUIon  «'hambor op the 

cylindrical  vaporisation tuba  ;
I'I0X(H mm,  prctitiure  3.S ata; 

inlet  temperature ?00°C, diese!   fuel• 
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In the selected limits of the pressure difference between inlet 

and mixing chamber of from 50 to 150 mm Hg and a variation of the 

inlet opening of from 1 to 4, operation with a blue flame could be 

obtained even when diese? fuel was burned over the range of fuel 

and primary air throughput of from 1 to 6 each.  In order to 

maintain operation of this type with a blue flame, it is necessary 

to couple the fuel flow and the primary air-inlet opening. 

The insensitivity to fuel quality could be determined by the 

character of the film vaporization. 

Operation with a blue flame was possible up to a pressure of 

3.5 ata with JP*J, JP5, heating fuel and with standard diese! fuel. 

The flame limits that are shown in Fig. 11, for example, were determined 

with diesel fuel.  The exhaust gas in each case fell in the blue 

flame range without any visibJe or measurable soot and deposits were 

not present in the vaporization tube, reaction chamber, and mixing 

tube.  It was preassumed, of course, that the combustion air was 

preheated to a temperature which corresponded somewhat to that of the 

compressor. 

The fact that the vaporization heat originated exclusively from 

the recirculated combustion gases was proven indirectly in two ways. 

If the engine was operated with preheated primary air but with cold 

secondary air (room temperature) vaporization was slight.  It was 
then clearly visible how liquid fuel entered the reaction chamber and 

how it burned Incompletely in long yellow flame? lines.  As was proven 

in the flow tests, secondary air passed through the reaction chamber 

to the vaporization tube whereby the temperatures with cold secondary 

air could be too low.  On the other hand, it could be proven that by 

heating the vaporization tube wall with electricity to a temperature 

of about 300°C the flame limits were hardly influenced. 

Since the combustion is limited to a very small range and no 

long flames are required the energy conversion per* unit design volume 

and pressure unit is quite large.  For the combustion chamber shown 

in Fig. 1 with a total air ratio of lj0, a combustion chamber load of, 

FTD-HT-23-H72-68 I i 
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for example, 90*10 kcal/nrlrat^ was measured the volume of which 

included the entire vaporization zone, reaction chamber and flame 

tube zone. 

The tests that are described in this article have proven that 

basically converting the M-method of diesel engines to gas turbine 

combustion chambers is possible. An essential advantage was shown 

in the fact that combustion with a blue flame in a wide range and with 

various fuels, including diesel fuel, was possible.  In so doing, 

soot, strong radiation and deposits could be completely eliminated. 

It is expected that with still higher combustion chamber pressures 

operation with a completely blue flame is no longer attainable but 

that the advantages of flame vaporization that are described are 

maintained for the most part.  The tests that are described in this 

article were limited by the given laboratory conditions with regard 

to pressure and air temperatures and, oV  course, an entire uerlon  of 

questions remained unanswered. 
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